Mai-City Festival Faßberg
Timo Lange
Heideweg 20
D-29328 Faßberg
Internet: www.mai-city-festival.de

Application of the band

(Name of the band, number of band members, genre)
represented by:

(Name, street, city, phone, mobile, E-mail, Net)

applying for the charity - Open Air event

Mai-City Festival
under the following conditions:

1.

Commitment on
Date:

____________________

Set at least 40 minutes

2.

Required payment (please tick)
: no salary/fee
: Desired allowance: ___________________ € / hour (gross)
Info: We can not pay salaries/fee, only appropriate compensation or travel expenses for
gasoline / flight ticket (rata)

3.

GEMA
Incidental GEMA fees covered by the organizer. A musical episode list is handed over to the
organizers at time commitment. In general, the organizers distributed these lists during band
meetings for coordination of the festival
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4.

Obligations of the organizer (in short called VA)
The VA offers artists a free covered stage (6x7 or 6x8 m) in addition to professional PA and
lighting system including monitor and FOH mix including technical crew available. In addition,
continuous equipment (so-called Backline / instruments) must be submitted after consultation with
Timo Lange by the artists themselves. Catering will be provided by the VA. Free Backstage Passes
provides the VA. A VA liability is warranted. A bed and breakfast is provided free for bands with
further arrival. Written contracts with the artists usually not completed.

5.

Obligations of the artist (in short called KÜ)
The KÜ secures the VA on the event from the schedule submitted in time to be on time, and is
ready to play at the agreed times of occurrence. The KÜ shall provide the VA in time if possible
already with the application, or acc. Consultation stage and a channel plan. Furthermore, the KÜ
shall notify the VA, whether own sound and lighting technicians are brought to the show by the
artist. Professional behavior is provided by the VA.
The VA is required to comply with the legal requirements and is therefore entitled at any time to
influence the volume, and give the staff at the mixer instructions and make changes through our
own engineering team.
The VA welcomes the support of the / the KÜ to participate in the distribution of VA-free posters in
the villages of origin.

6.

Advertising
The VA is responsible for organizing and promoting the event. The KÜ is the VA for press photos,
press release if possible in digital form free of charge.
The / KÜ gives the VA the express acceptance, advertising and placement of KÜ information on
the VA website, facebook and other advertising platforms: www.mai-city-festival.de

7.

Failure
In the case of illness of a band member, the VA must be notified promptly by the KÜ. Exempted
from this rule is the complete. Cancellation of the event due to force majeure. In this case, the VA
will inform all invited KÜ asap.

Additional information by the VA:
It is here once again pointed out that to be included in the first line KÜ in the current festival
program, which are already to occur for this festival without a fee. All participating volunteers and
the leaders of the VA volunteer for this festival / free. The gain on the drinks and food will benefit
the youth work of the community Fassberg. It is taken no entry - The festival is vain & Outdoors
This festival is to serve as a platform dedicated KÜ and your band's own presentation.
It is agreed in advance the common backline time under the KÜ currently set to the reconstruction
phase / change the program within max. 10 minutes. to realize.
The festival is a colorful mix of chance with the present application, which means as many different
styles to be offered to the public.
The VA explained may be willing to obtain an audition and the band directly, even if there is no
viable demo material.
For more information and agreements made after the commitment by the VA, or can be obtained
from the website!
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Application material
-

Band and Press Info
Band photos (300 dpi or glossy photographs)
The current album / demo (sound) "CD", MP3, etc. min. 3 pieces
Stage and channel plan if available

Deadline for applications
Not later than March 15 of the year in which the Mai City festival will take place, is the deadline of
the application. The application can only be considered with complete and timely submissions
received.
Remarks:

_____________________________________________

Date, Signature KÜ
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